VIP Premium Platform
Billions of data points are cleanly displayed to allow for a comprehensive diagnosis of your shipping profile. Conveniently
view your Parcel Audit credits and/or Contract Engineering savings details and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to
identify shipping trends over time, new savings opportunities, and areas for optimizing operational changes.

SHIPPING CHARGES KPI
The Shipping Charges KPI provides actionable insights into your
parcel spend and where your costs have been applied on your
carrier invoices.

PREMIUM KPIs
Quickly determine the health of your parcel shipping by monitoring
your average cost/package, cost/lb, and zone, along with your
overall package volume - all of which can be filtered by carrier,
timeframe, account, and shipping mode.

PARCEL INVOICE-BASED REPORTING
Robust set of standard reports including invoice detail, package
detail, and audit results reporting.

PRODUCT TIER OVERVIEW

CARRIER INVOICE SUMMARIES
Carrier invoice summaries allow you to review your high-level
shipping costs at a glance and easily click through to the chargelevel details to investigate any potential issues in your spending.
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Surcharge Insights

Ready-to-run report templates providing additional savings
opportunities and advanced analytics on your shipping trends
including (but not limited to): air to ground optimization, zone
breakdown, average cost analytics, and surcharge insights.

Cost Per Package

Set up rules for your parcel shipments so that cost center
allocation can be done automatically and save your staff valuable
time.
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Premium Reporting

Optimization

PACKAGE-LEVEL ALERTS
Once you understand the charges that cost you the most, you
will be notified whenever a package fits into a specific threshold
or when a charge of that type occurs for a particular account or
service type.
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